In the present study, the trait structure of a cloze test was examined using confirmatory factor analysis. A cloze passage with rationally selected deletions of syntactic and cohesive items was constructed and given to two groups of non-native English speaking students entering the University of Illinois. A trait structure with three specific traits and one general trait provided the best explanation of the data. The results suggest that a modified cloze passage, using rational deletions, is capable of measuring both syntactic and discourse level relationships in a text, and that this advantage may outweigh considerations of reduced redundancy which underlie random deletion procedures.
There is now a considerable body of research providing sound evidence for the predictive validity of cloze test scores. Cloze tests have been found to be highly correlated with virtually every other type of language test, and with tests of nearly every language skill and component. While it may be reassuring to find such strong relationships between the cloze and other measures of language abilities, if one is interested only in prediction, these relationships are problematical for those concerned with what language abilities the cloze test measures. Indeed, recent research into the construct validity of cloze tests has produced widely differing conclusions. Comparing the performance of non-native English speakers on a standard cloze passage and a scrambled version of the same passage. Chihara et al. (1977) concluded that cloze tests are sensitive to discourse constraints across sentences. Alderson (1979) tained by systematically varying passage difficulty, scoring criteria and deletion ratio, concluded that cloze tests are capable of measuring only lower-order core proficiency skills. Using a rational deletion procedure, Anderson (1980) concluded that cloze tests are capable of measuring sensitivity to cohesive relationships across sentences, as well as sentencelevel grammatical structure. In comparing the performance of native and non-native English speakers on cloze tests, Alderson (1980) found considerable variation in native speaker performance, which suggests either that native speakers vary in their ability on lower-level language skills, or that cloze tests measure higher-order skills. Oiler and Conrad (1971) interpret a similar finding as an indication that native speakers do vary in "the ability to negotiate language," which presumably includes higherlevel skills, and conclude that the cloze is a useful measure of this ability. The methodology employed in much of this research has been to vary specific aspects of the test-deletion ratio, sequence of sentences, passage difficulty and scoring criteria-and then examine the relationships among these variables, either with the same group of subjects, or across groups of different subjects. Few studies have approached the problem with specific hypotheses of what the cloze measures, made deletions on the basis of these hypotheses, and then examined whether or not the pattern of responses corresponded to the hypothesized predictions. In one such study, Weaver and Kingston (1963) examined the correlations among cloze passages with two types of deletions-random and only main verbs and nouns-and tests of other language skills. Using a principal components analysis, they identified three factors, one of which, a "redundancy utilization" factor, they felt underlies cloze tests. In a similar study, Ohnmacht, Weaver and Kohler (1970) examined the relationships among four different deletion procedures and tests of visual closure, associational fluency, and verbal comprehension. From their principal components analysis they identified closure factors of speed and flexibility, in addition to a well-defined verbal factor. They concluded that researchers should determine cloze deletion patterns according to "language operations and rational operations which are implicit in verbal activity" (pp. 215-216).
In the present study, hypotheses based on a description of semantic relationships in discourse (Halliday and Hassan 1976) were used as a basis for determining the specific deletions. The extent to which this model provided an explanation for the pattern of responses to these deletions was then examined, using confirmatory factor analysis.
Procedures
A 365-word passage from an introductory level textbook in social psychology was selected for its appropriateness of difficulty level and representativeness of content. In order to test hypotheses regarding the level of language context measured by cloze tests, three types of deletions were made: 1) syntactic, which depended only on clause-level context, 2) cohesive, which depended upon the interclausal or intersentential cohesive context, and 3) strategic, which depended on parallel patterns of coherence. These deletions provided 11 syntactic items, 15 cohesive and 4 strategic, for a total of 30 items, with an average deletion ratio of 1:12. An acceptable alternative scoring procedure was used, with the key based on the responses of a native speaker pre-test group and on the acceptable alternatives provided by Hassan and Halliday's description of cohesion. The test passage and the key are presented in Appendix A.
The subjects were two groups of non-native English speaking students who entered the University of Illinois in the Fall term, 1980 (N 316) and the Spring term, 1981 (N -102).
They were from a wide variety of language backgrounds and ranged in age from 17 to 47, with a median age of 25. The cloze test was given as part of a placement test battery at the beginning of the semester. This battery also included a 100 item multiple-choice test of structure and a 130-word dictation test. Students were given 20 minutes to complete the cloze test.
In order to avoid analytic problems associated with binary data matrices, the 30 items were grouped to form 13 sets (4 syntactic, 7 cohesive, 2 strategic) according to the similarity of item content.' Composite scores were derived by averaging the item scores in each set. The facility indices of these composites ranged from .35 to .77, with a median of .56. The product-moment correlations among these 13 composite scores provided the matrix for the confirmatory factor analyses.
Confirmatory factor analysis is a technique for testing various hypotheses about the causal structure underlying the relationships observed among a number of variables (Joreskog 1969 and 1978) . In using confirmatory factor analysis, the researcher posits one or more factors, each representing a hypothetical trait. This hypothetical factor structure then constitutes a model for predicting the relationships observed in the data. The degree to which the predicted relationships correspond to the observed relationships (correlations) indicates whether or not the model provides an acceptable explanation for the data.
Results
The means, standard deviations, and reliabilities for the two groups are given in Table 1. The intercorrelations among dichotomous variables, such as right-wrong (1,0) item scores frequently yield matrices in which the correlations decrease away from the diagonal. Such simplex matrices are problematical for factor analysis in that their rank is, to a large extent, a function of the number of distinct item difficulty levels. The factor analysis of such matrics, therefore, yields factors which are likely to be interpretable only as difficulty factors. The use of composite item scores minimizes this problem, as well as permitting the use of product-moment correlations rather than tetrachoric correlations, which frequently yield singular matrices. For further discussion of these problems, see The product-moment correlations among the 13 composite scores for the two groups are given in Appendix B. Of the numerous factor models which might be posited to explain the correlations among the composite scores, three were of particular theoretical interest. A single general factor which accounts for most of the variance in language test batteries has been reported in many studies in which the cloze test has been used ( In comparing the extent to which these three models fit the data from the Fall 1980 group, it was found that neither the general trait nor the specific trait model provided a significantly good fit. A model with a general trait and three uncorrelated specific traits, however, did provide a significantly good fit to the data (X2 = 55.529, df 55, p = .7926, A = .932 ).2 Table 2 . With exception of one cohesive composite score (COH 2), the composites load most heavily on the general factor, with lesser loadings on specific trait factors. Thus, although a model with specific traits provides the best explanation for the data, the effect of a general factor is quite evident. 2 In confirmatory factor analysis, the logic of hypothesis testing is reversed, so that a small chi square (x2), relative to its degrees of freedom (df) corresponds to a high probability (p) of accepting the experimental hypothesis, i.e., the model. The incremental fit index, A, provides an indication of the practical significance of the model, in terms of the proportion of the data accounted for by the model (Bentler and Bonett 1980). While no particular pattern of loadings is apparent, it is interesting that the three highest general factor loadings are on a syntactic, a strategic, and a cohesive composite.
An examination of the factor loadings for the general plus specific traits model provides an indication of the relative importance of the factors to each score. Factor loadings for this model are given in
Having found a model which fits the data from the Fall 1980 group, it was of interest to determine to what extent these results were sample dependent. To this end, the general plus specific trait model was tested with the Spring 1981 group, using procedures outlined by Joreskog (1971) . It was found that the model also provided a significantly good fit for this body of data (X2= 124.498, df-130, p .6197, A .879). As is true generally for cross-validation, this fit was slightly less good than with the original group. That it is still a significantly good fit, however, provides additional support for the model.
Discussion
The results of this study suggest that cloze tests are not necessarily monotonic tests of general and specific traits. Furthermore, support is found for the claim that cloze tests can be used to measure higher order skills-cohesion and coherence-if a rational deletion procedure is followed.
One possible reason for the inconsistent results of previous research may be the adherence to the principle of random deletion. Alderson has noted that differences in cloze test results may not be due to differences in deletion frequency, but rather to differences in the particular words deleted (1980:72). Random deletion ignores the syntactic and semantic relationships in a text, and is therefore likely to yield inconsistent results, depending upon what proportion of syntactic and textual functions are tapped. If it can be assumed that within a given text more words function syntactically than cohesively, a random deletion procedure would tend to sample a larger proportion of clause-bound words, and therefore appear to be measuring only lower-level skills.
With regard to scoring procedures, semantically acceptable criteria would appear to include cohesive constraints, and it is therefore not surprising that the greatest differences observed between native and nonnative speakers have been with this scoring method (Alderson 1980) . This is consistent with Anderson's (1980) finding that high level proficiency non-native English speakers performed very similarly to native English speakers on both syntactic and cohesive cloze items, while low level proficiency non-native English speakers performed significantly poorer on cohesive items.
In conclusion, it would appear that cloze passages using a rational deletion procedure can be used to measure textual relationships beyond clause boundaries. The advantages thus gained may well offset considerations for measuring random redundancy or general proficiency.3 In order to address this latter question directly, however, it will be necessary to examine the internal structure of cloze passages with random deletions. Identifying the types of deletions which occur in the passages of the numerous studies which have used random deletion, and analyzing the patterns of responses to these deletions through factor analytic procedures (both exploratory and confirmatory) would appear to be a promising starting point for addressing this question. 
